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HISTORICAL NOTE


SCOPE AND CONTENTS NOTE

This collection consists of portraits of doctors that practiced at St. Ann’s Hospital in Juneau during its years of operation, 1936-1969. The photographs were taken by Henry Wilde and his wife on various occasions.

Please note the discrepancy in the photograph descriptions. The first description for each photograph was taken from the information written on the back of each photograph. The second description for each photograph was taken from the short biographies written by Dr. Henry Wilde.

INVENTORY

1  Dr. C. C. Carter 1963; St. Ann’s Hospital; Juneau, Alaska; Photo by H. Wilde 1962
    [Information written on the back of the photograph.]
    “The photograph of Dr. Carter was taken in the old St. Ann’s Hospital Surgical Lounge in 1962.” [Description from the Doctor C. C. Carter biography written by Henry Wilde, M. D.]

2  Sen. Ernest Gruening, Dr. Bill Whitehead; Juneau, 1961 Photo by H. Wilde.
    [Information written on the back of the photograph.]
    “The second picture also shows Dr. Whitehead some time in 1962 together with senator Gruening his good friend who was also a physician though he never practiced Medicine.” [Description from the Doctor William M. Whitehead biography written by Henry Wilde, M. D.]

3  Dr. J.W. Gibson 1967; Juneau, Alaska; Photo by H. Wilde 1961.
    [Information written on the back of the photograph.]
    “This picture was taken some time in 1964 at a dinner party for Dr. D. K. Clawson of the University of Washington who visited Juneau periodically as a
Consultant.” [Description from the Doctor Jack W. Gibson biography written by Henry Wilde, M. D.]

4  Dr. Wm. Whitehead 1966; Juneau, Alaska; Photo by H. Wilde 1963
[Information written on the back of the photograph.]

“This picture was taken in 1965 at the office of Dr. Whitehead in the old Juneau Clinic in a rather typical pose which will be remembered by many of his patients.” [Description from the Doctor William M. Whitehead biography written by Henry Wilde, M. D.]

5a-c  **Biographies:** Doctor Jack W. Gibson, Doctor C. C. Carter, Doctor William M. Whitehead